Isolated Iron Single-Atomic Site-Catalyzed Chemoselective Transfer Hydrogenation of Nitroarenes to Arylamines.
Selective hydrogenation of nitroarenes to arylamines is a great challenge because of the complicated mechanism and competitive hydrogenation of reducible functional groups. Isolated single-atomic site catalysts, benefitting from their uniform and well-defined catalytic sites, are promising to achieve high activity and selectivity. Herein, we prepared an isolated iron single-atomic catalyst supported on ordered mesoporous nitrogen-doped carbon (Fe1/N-C). The as-prepared Fe1/N-C showed excellent activity and tolerance for functional groups in the transfer hydrogenation of nitroarenes over hydrazine hydrate. Density functional theory calculations revealed that the single atomically dispersed, partially positively charged Fe atoms and the lowered energy barrier collectively contribute to the superior hydrogenation performances for nitroarenes.